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A Quick Primer…

It’s just text substitution

Can be as simple as the substitution of a single 
variable to a dynamic generator of thousands of 
lines of code



A Quick Primer…

Simple text substitution:

This…

…is the same as this!



A Quick Primer…

Writing a Macro “Function”:

Where did the colour coding go?

Ahhh….  Better.  

Tip:   %macro a; %mend a;



A Realistic Example…

Databases like Teradata and Netezza require 
constants (like date constraints) to be in single 
quotes – but macro variables won’t resolve in 
single quotes…

This will resolve to:  ‘2015-01-01’



Using INTO for Data Driven Macro Variables…

Single value, stored into 
a macro variable.  Like a 
%let statement.

Many values, into one variable.



Using INTO for Data Driven Macro Variables…

So many applications of this concept…

Pull SQL’ized variable lists that can then be used for 
table inserts.

Pulling max/min

values for table driven

constraints.



Using INTO for Data Driven Macro Variables…

So many applications of this concept…

Spin through using macro iteration like %DO 
%WHILE for data driven programming.

Query a table of email addresses, and spin through 
them sending different data to different emails. All 
automated!



Changing gears here…

What is Hash Merging, and why do I care?



What is it?

Cons:
Not suitable for full table joins with lots of fields 
coming from both tables.

Think of this as a Lookup Table on steroids – good 
for bringing a handful of fields from one table into 
another.

Everything is loaded into RAM, so can be resource 
intensive.  (Who cares?!!  Amiright SAS Admins??)

Can hide data issues (ie. One-to-Many is baaaad)



What is it?

Pros:
In memory merging means, VERY FAST. I’ve seen 
70% performance gains over SQL Joins and 
Sort/Sort/Merge methods!

You can define multi-variable keys, which gives you 
an advantage over formats.

Can hide data issues! (One-to-Many?  Who cares!)
If the Hash object (ie. “Lookup table”) is loaded with 
duplicate keys, only first record is retained.  Order 
matters.



SQL Example



Hash Example



Hash Tips

h.DefineKey(‘client_id’, ‘sub_id’);
Multi-key capability – advantage over formats

h.DefineData(‘client_name’, ‘sub_name’);
Multi-variable lookup – another advantage over 
traditional formats



Reference Material

This is meant as an intro discussion of the 
concepts involved in Hashing.  There is TONS 
more to learn.

http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/topics/datastep/
dot/hash-tip-sheet.pdf

http://www2.sas.com/proceedings/forum2007/27
1-2007.pdf

http://support.sas.com/rnd/base/topics/datastep/dot/hash-tip-sheet.pdf
http://www2.sas.com/proceedings/forum2007/271-2007.pdf


Contact Info

Feel free to reach out any time!

dprebble@gmail.com


